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MONTEPRANDONE

MAG’s “One Stop Shop” Monteprandone facility in Italy is a natural gateway 
between Europe and Asia, being centrally located between northern Europe 
and the UAE, and western Europe and the Caucasus.  
Accessible by both land and air, conveniently located between Pescara  
airport (60 km) and Ancona airport (82 km), the site’s extensive facilities  
and airfield, combined with the availability of space, make it an excellent choice  
for the variety of activities and services provided.  
The facility began operating in the 1970s under the Breda Nardi company  
and was acquired by MAG in 2001. Since then the group has performed nearly 
1,500 completion, refurbishment and MRO projects on helicopters.
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SERVICES FOR AIRCRAFT OPERATIONSOTHER ACTIVITIES

MAG offers a full range of maintenance services, such as MRO, Avionics, aircraft Painting and Refurbishment.  
All services are provided by a staff of licensed technicians and installers with more than twenty years  
of experience. MAG holds MRO airworthiness certifications with European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), 
Transport Canada (TC), Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and the Italian Civil Aviation Agency (ENAC).

The Monteprandone site also welcomes activities related to MAG’s Cabin Comfort Systems division  
for the design, development, manufacturing and production of cabin interior systems for OEMs. Capabilities 
include engineering, production of composite panels and prototypes, testing of monuments for kinematics, 
electrical and lighting systems, pre-fitting of cabin panels in test fixtures, and the assembly of Cabin Interior 
kits for shipment to OEMs and operators.  
The highly experienced in-house Design Office (mechanical, structural, & electrical) has over two decades  
of experience in the design of aircraft cabin interiors, is a licensed EASA DOA and works in partnership  
with OEMs. A long term investment in R&D has enabled the development of proprietary systems for Noise  
& Vibration Abatement (SILENS) and Cabin Management and In-Flight Entertainment Systems (IFEEL).  
MAG Design Studio, the Mecaer Aviation Group’s in-house style center, works closely with the Design Office 
to deliver a customized, technically sound product. The Monteprandone site also houses the MAG Design 
Studio showroom: extensively furnished, it showcases state of the art materials for interiors and examples  
of MAG production.
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On-site Engineering department (mechanical, structural & electrical). Component  
and monument manufacturing, installation and refurbishment - Composite panels - Style 
design - Certifications: European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) Part 21, DOA and POA.

Support Services:



MAG’s Air Center in Monteprandone utilizes multiple heliports, a paved runway and a control tower outside 
congested air traffic areas while still being located close to multiple commercial airports (Pescara, Ancona  
and Rome). These characteristics make the facility an excellent location for a training center and operating base  
for Air Medical Providers. 

AIR CENTER

Facilities: Heliport - Runway - Control Tower - Conference Rooms - Executive Offices -  
24-Hour Security - Guarded Entry to the Facilities - Wireless internet

Engine and Avionics - Repair and Overhaul - Avionics installations and retrofits 
- Refurbishment - AOG services - Aircraft Detailing - Aircraft Refueling - Nightly 
Hangar space.

Maintenance: 

Hotel Coordination Service - Passenger and Crew Transportation - Rental Car 
Service - Catering Coordination - Courtesy Car to Hotels.

Passenger & Crew Services:

The facility, under 24-hour security surveillance, offers three private conference rooms, professionally furnished, 
and a number of private offices all served with wireless internet and a central refreshment area. FBO Amenities: 
aircraft interior and exterior cleaning, refueling, nightly hangar space for helicopters, and crew lounges.

5.870 K sq.feet (545.000 mq.) Total Area
6.000 ft. (1800 mt.) Private Runway 
181 K sq.ft. (16.800 mq.) Shop & Office Space
Approved expansion project for paved runway (1499 mt.) and up to 350 K sq.ft. 
(32.500 mq.) of FBO, hangar & new shop space.
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Approved site development and Runway

Thanks to our history and a proven track record in aerospace, we are able to guarantee state 
of the art services in MRO, Avionics, Paint, Refurbishment and Completions.
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Operating Units

Roma - Italy
Via Giambattista Vico 1
00196
Roma
Italy
Tel. +39.06.454.284.25

Philadelphia - USA
MAG Inc.
9800 Ashton Road
Box 1, Philadelphia
PA 19114 USA
Tel. +1.267.341.0130

Irving (Dallas) - USA
MAG Inc.
300 E. John Carpenter
Freeway Suite 1075
Irving TX 75062 USA
Tel. +1.972.717.2900

Borgomanero - Italy (HQ)
Via per Arona 46
28021 Borgomanero
Novara
Italy
Tel. +39.0322.837.1

Monteprandone - Italy
Via dell’Artigianato 1
63076 Monteprandone
Ascoli Piceno
Italy
Tel. +39.0735.709.1

Laval (Montreal) - Canada
Mecaer America Inc.
5555 William-Price
Laval QC H7L6C4
Canada
Tel. +1.450.682.7117


